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1 Introduction
On October 2nd, 2015, an unusual combination of weather factors coalesced to produce rainfall rates, and
total rainfall levels, that had never before been experienced in South Carolina. These exceeded any levels that
had ever been previously recorded in this part of the Southern United States. This weather system dumped a
record 11 trillion gallons of rain over North and South Carolina, and resulted in 24 of South Carolina’s 46
counties being declared disaster areas by the Federal Emergency Management Administration (FEMA).
Nineteen lives were lost during this event in South Carolina, nine of which were in Richland County. Critical
infrastructure including roads, bridges, interstates, and public works were severely impacted and in some
cases decimated. Initial estimates reported that up to 160,000 homes sustained some damage from the
storm, with Richland County sustaining the most destruction in the state. According to early economic
reports by the USC Darla Moore School of Business, the 2015 October floods inflicted nearly $12 Billion in
damages, qualifying this storm with the same magnitude as Hurricane Hugo in 1989.
This monumental occurrence, dubbed a “1,000 Year Rain Event,” would have exceeded almost any
community’s self‐sufficiency. The historic rainfall qualifies as a 1,000‐year rain event, meaning in a given year
there is a 1 in 1,000 chance of observing rainfall totals of this magnitude. State Emergency Management,
mutual aid organizations at the local and regional levels, a timely response by FEMA, and most of all the
dedicated and heroic efforts by local responders and citizens, all contributed to the local success experienced
during this event.
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This report is not fully comprehensive but serves mainly to document the challenges and obstacles faced and
overcome by the community from the Columbia Fire Department’s perspective.
In addition to responding to normal calls of service and the overwhelming needs for water rescues from
October 3rd through the following weeks, the Columbia Fire Department (CFD) was called to lead and assist in
various other associated missions. CFD personnel informed and led teams in the overall Search and Rescue
Operation throughout Richland County following the storm. As the extent of the damage to the City’s
infrastructure was realized, the fire department was requested to use water shuttle operations to supply local
hospitals, preventing the need for mass facility evacuations. The flood waters also compromised the canal
that helps supply water to the City. Swift water rescue teams were put in place to support emergency
construction work by the Army Corp of engineers and private contractors to save the City’s water supply
system.
Working back to normal operations after the floods required vigilant reconnaissance, study of compromised
road ways, and redefinition of emergency response running routes. It also required developing modified
water supply strategies, especially in the rural portions of Richland County where many dry hydrants were
washed out, and where some fire stations had to anticipate long delays for additional resources because of
destroyed roadways. Even within the City limits, tanker units, supplied through SC Firefighter Mobilization,
were strategically placed to supplement the City’s damaged water system. As of the writing of this report, a
year after the event, some bridges and dams are still unrepaired.
For its part in the 2015 Floods, and its overall success in safely and effectively managing water related rescues,
the Columbia Fire Department has received the internationally recognized Higgins & Langley Memorial Award
for Swift Water Rescue. This was awarded to the CFD specifically for its actions during the Joaquin Flood
response.
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2 Executive Summary
The City of Columbia Fire Department serves the capital city of South Carolina and the entire 757 square‐mile
area of Richland County. In 2014, census records reported that Richland County had a population of 401,566,
with 132,067 residents within Columbia itself. However, with many government agencies and local businesses
within the capital city, the daytime population often doubles those numbers.
The Columbia Fire Department (CFD) is an all hazard response department which mitigates hazardous
materials incidents, technical rescues (trench, confined space, swift water, and high and low angle rescue),
and is a South Carolina DHEC EMT non‐transport agency. It is the sole provider of fire services for state and
federal government buildings in the City and Richland County through a unified fire service agreement. The
CFD provides county‐wide service and has jurisdictional cooperation with 5 municipalities in the county, as
well as two mutual aid agreements with proximal military bases: McEntire Air National Guard and Fort Jackson
(the largest basic training facility for the US Army). The CFD employs various strategies for protecting its
service area which includes ultra‐urban, high rise, high risk occupancies with pressurized water supply
systems, to ultra‐rural communities with no available sustained water supply.
The Columbia Metropolitan area is home to six hospitals, several chemical facilities, a nuclear fuel rod
manufacturing plant, natural gas pipelines, propane storage tank farms, a major propane gas line, energy and
telecommunication systems headquarters, and several major rail lines.
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Three major interstates (I‐26, I‐77, and I‐20) traverse the area which is also home to Lake Murray, a 50,000
acre earthen dammed lake. There are several universities and colleges in the area, and public areas of
congregation that include The University of South Carolina’s Williams Brice stadium (seating 86,000 fans) and
the Colonial Life Arena (seating 19,000). The CFD protects all these critical assets with 443 career firefighters,
103 volunteer firefighters, 32 fire stations, and a support staff of 50 administrative personnel.
On October 1st 2015, weather reports began forecasting a potentially significant and historical rain event for
the state of South Carolina due to merging weather factors. The CFD began early preparations for the
potential impact of this storm with special emphasis on water related service calls. The first official
department advisory notification was sent to all fire personnel on October 1st at 18:39 hours, immediately
following South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley’s declaration of a State of Emergency ahead of the storm.
Emergency Management of this incident began with the first Operational Period on October 2nd, and
concluded on October 12th with a total of 14 operational periods.
Since the October 2015 Floods, supporting agencies and internal fire department leaders and responders have
completed various surveys, questionnaires, and participated in various after‐action meetings. The information
gleaned from these has been compiled, and has produced numerous observations and recommendations with
the following overarching themes:
1. The need for more disaster training: During the first critical hours of the event local resources were
quickly inundated. As the incident progressed, key fire department personnel were pulled from the
organizational operation and placed in other agencies to assist with coordination and communication.
2. The need for closer coordination with County Government Disaster Preparedness and Response.
3. The need for local hospitals to develop and train for large scale evacuations.
4. All levels of government should be trained in and be ready to use the Incident Command System (ICS).
The use of the ICS during preparation, response, and recovery worked extremely well among the
emergency service agencies, allowing many competing priorities to be addressed simultaneously.
There is a strong need for Public Works to participate in, learn, and practice ICS.
5. There is a lack of regulatory oversight and management of private dams. Many of the flash flooding
events that posed a direct risk to public safety responders and the general public could be traced back
to the dam infrastructures collapsing in a series of mutually aggravating events across several
watershed areas in Richland County.
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3 Incident Statistics
3.1
Weather
The following weather statistics were taken from South Carolina's Catastrophic Floods Caused by One of the
Most Prolific Rainfall Events in Modern U.S. History. www.weather.com, Nick Wiltgen, Web. 5 Mar. 2016.
The National Weather Service Office in Columbia, South Carolina, reported that this significant rain event
began Friday, October 2 and continued through the morning of October 4, with light rain persisting locally
through October 5th. This event set rainfall records all over the state of South Carolina, flooding entire towns.
The official South Carolina statewide 24‐hour rainfall record was exceeded in several locations. The unofficial
state record for 5‐day total rainfall, which had stood for 107 years, was surpassed at more than a dozen
reporting sites. The rainfall exceeded that of any tropical cyclone in South Carolina history.
16.61 inches of rain fell between midnight and 10 p.m. October 4 along Gills Creek in Columbia, according to
the National Weather Service. The ensuing flash flood was so violent that it destroyed the official flood gauge
there, but not before nearly doubling the previous all‐time record crest. Multiple dams were breached, or
entirely failed, due to the stress of high floodwaters. Mandatory evacuations were executed in areas of major
concern. In the Columbia area alone, about 45 regulated and unregulated dams failed, sending water gushing
downstream.
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According to the Associated Press, more than 300 roads and bridges were initially reported closed across the
state. Multiple Interstates, including the major commerce corridors of I‐20, I‐26, I‐126, and a 70‐mile section
of I‐95 between the I‐20 and I‐26 interchanges were closed. The City of Columbia’s water system was also
severely impacted and directly affected over 130,000 people.
On October 1st, Governor Nikki Haley declared a State of Emergency for South Carolina. President Obama
followed this on October 3rd by signing an Emergency Declaration for the state, and then on October 5th he
signed a Declaration of Disaster for South Carolina.
3.2
Assistance from Outside Resources
The South Carolina Emergency Management Division reported the following information concerning the
support from outside agencies assisting with emergency response efforts during the flood event:
 The S.C. National Guard mobilized 1,880 personnel, including soldiers from North Carolina.
 Emergency management teams from Alabama, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, Mississippi and
Tennessee deployed to South Carolina to support relief efforts.
 The Salvation Army and Red Cross reported that a combined total of 69,295 meals were served to
disaster survivors.
 Members of the N.C. National Guard and six North Carolina Helicopter Aquatic Rescue Teams (NC
HART) were sent to assist.
 The Fort Jackson and West Columbia Fire Departments sent various resources to assist with both
water rescues and evacuation support in Columbia and Richland County
 The Department of Natural Resources dispatched 8 boat resources to Richland County to assist with
immediate rescue needs.
In addition to the above mentioned outside agencies, the South Carolina Forestry Commission deployed as an Incident
Management Team (IMT) to assist the CFD with command support during the search & rescue and recovery efforts.

3.3










Search, Rescue, and Evacuation Statistics
349 Search personnel comprised eight Task Force Teams.
619 Square miles of territory required searching.
The search areas contained a total of 72,088 structures.
8,200 structures were entered, searched, and cleared.
An estimated 187 rescues were executed.
464 citizens were transported to local shelters.
9 Firefighters issued MAYDAYs (all were cleared).
3 Firefighter injuries were reported. 2 of these returned to duty that day.
9 Fatalities occurred directly due to the flooding in Richland County.
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4 Timeline
4.1

October 1, 2015 (Thursday before the Flood)
 The CFD issued a Departmental Advisory Notification to all personnel after Governor Nikki Haley
declared a State of Emergency ahead of Hurricane Joaquin.
 The CFD began to develop a risk assessment plan using pre‐plan information to determine special
areas where water related service calls could be expected. The CFD was anticipating calls related to
rising water and high wind issues.
 CFD Logistics was advised to make preparation for food, water, and housing needs for
additional CFD personnel.
 CFD Suppression personnel were advised to check all vehicles, boats, and rescue equipment in
preparation of this event.
 CFD Stations were checked and prepared for a significant weather event and potential power
outages.

4.2

October 2, 2015 (Friday before the Flood)
 The first of 14 established Operational Periods with written Incident Action Plans (IAPs) was initiated.
 The CFD continued to prepare for extended operational periods.
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4.3





4.4

October 3, 2015 (Saturday before the Flood)
Command Staff met to ensure departmental readiness.
The CFD increased staffing of response companies and pre‐positioned additional equipment based on
the risk assessment plan.
 All career companies were fully staffed.
 Hazmat 1 was fully staffed with 4‐personnel.
 4 additional Boat/Swiftwater teams were staffed with 2 personnel each.
 6 volunteer personnel were scheduled to work and were placed to supplement the staff of
strategically determined stations.
 2 officers were assigned to the Emergency Operations Centers (EOC). One each was placed in
the City and County EOCs.
 1 additional boat was staged at Station 1 (unmanned)
All units were sent out to survey their territory for signs of flooding based on previously identified
target areas.
There was no significant change from normal response activity until after midnight.

October 4, 2015 (Sunday <midnight Saturday until midnight Sunday 24‐hour period>)
 Calls for service due to the rain event and subsequent flooding started at midnight Saturday.
 Columbia Richland Communications (CRC) processed 1,014 calls for service directly for the CFD.
These were the calls that got through to the CRC. It is uncertain how many calls for service
never made it through processing. The normal daily call volume for the CFD is approximately
80‐90 calls for service each 24 hours. During normal operations, even during significant call
volume, calls for service typically do not reach more than 120 calls during a 24 hour period.
 At the height of the flooding, between 0300 hours and 1200 hours on October 4, over 751 calls
for service were requested, averaging 87 calls an hour for 9 hours straight (this averages out as
1.5 calls every minute.)

CFD Calls for Service by Hour; October 4th, 2015
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
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CFD Call for Service By Type; October 4, 2015
Power Line on Vehicle
Cardiac Arrest
Woods Fire
Water Problem/Shut Off
MVA w/ Entrapment
HAZMAT
Odor Smoke
Electrical Arcing
Structure Fire
MISC
MVA
Collapsed Structure
Power Lines Arcing
Odor Natural Gas
Water Rescue
Fire Alarm
First Responder
Flood Large Area
Flooded Vehicle/Victim

2
2
3
3
4
6
7
7
14
15
22
23
27
32
48
67
98
222
412

 During this period the CFD and the CRC were completely inundated with requests for service. This is a
sampling of the call for service breakdown.
 412 Flooded Vehicles/Victim calls
 222 Flooding Calls
 98 Medical Responder Calls
 48 Water Rescues
 23 Collapse Structures / Tree on House
 14 Reported Structure Fires
 On October 4, 2015, nine (9) firefighter MAYDAY’s were documented.
 The first two MAYDAY’s occurred at 06:23 hours on Garner’s Ferry Road.
 Two firefighters lost power to their boat motor during the course of an active water
rescue. Both personnel were rescued unharmed and assisted in the water rescue of one
adult male off of an overturned tractor trailer.
 The loss of this boat severely hampered abilities to respond to additional calls for
service in the Lower Richland area until DNR units responded.
 The next seven MAYDAY’s all occurred approximately between 09:15 hours and 10:15 hours.
 MAYDAY Decker Boulevard and O’Neil Court at approximately 09:15 hours:
 Two CFD personnel, with the assistance of a United States Geological Survey
worker, had a USGS Survey boat overturn shortly after deploying during the
course of an active water rescue. All three workers were rescued. Additional
boat units rescued the original victim.
 MAYDAY Wilson Boulevard and Hardscrabble Road at approximately 09:30 hours:
 A West Columbia swiftwater rescue technician lost his grip on a victim and went
after her. Both the WCFD firefighter and the victim were swept away by the
current and recovered by CFD personnel. CFD units rescued an additional adult
male by pulling him to safety.
 Second MAYDAY at Decker Boulevard and O’Neil Court prior to 09:57 hours:
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A single CFD member attempting a shallow water crossing lost his footing and
was swept away and into Cary’s Lake. His lifeline tether pinned him under the
water and he was unable to release it. In an effort to self‐rescue, he put his arms
over his head and his PFD slipped off, freeing him. As he self‐rescued, he located
a previously unknown female victim, trapped by the water and trees. CFD
personnel rescued both individuals.
 MAYDAY 8234 Bluff Road and Tom’s Creek at approximately 09:57 hours
 While en route to a reported structure fire, a tanker driver was stopped by
several by‐standers requesting that he check a residence for a female and her
children drowning. While proceeding to the house, he was hit by a 12‐foot high
wave and washed under a bridge and eventually through a culvert into some
trees. At 12:17, he was rescued by CFD personnel using a borrowed boat and
was transported to McIntyre Air Base by an SC‐Helicopter Aquatic Rescue Team
(SC‐HART), then to Palmetto Richland Memorial Hospital by Richland County
EMS.
 MAYDAY 504 South Beltline at approximately 10:30 hours:
 One CFD member operating with a DNR officer was accidently thrown
overboard and nearly went downstream during the evacuation of approximately
60 people from a flooded apartment complex. The DNR operator was able to
steer the boat through the current to a submerged vehicle where the clinging
firefighter performed a self‐rescue.
 At 12:30 hours, the first air flight damage assessment was conducted with CFD staff and SLED from the
Colonial Life Arena parking area. They viewed extensive damage across the City of Columbia despite
experiencing limitations due to fuel and weather conditions. They were unable to access Lower
Richland area due to the weather window closing. Significant flooding remained along the Gills Creek
Watershed area. At 13:45 hours, the SC Forestry Commission Type II IMT arrived. By mid‐afternoon,
the first loss of the City water system was noted.
 By Sunday afternoon, CFD members met with Richland County GIS personnel and were able to sort
pending calls out by geographic area. These lists were then assigned to each Battalion Chief to
address using available battalion resources. Each battalion was assigned a tactical channel for isolated
communication between the battalion chief and his battalion units, and was also assigned a DNR boat
resource. Battalion Chiefs reported back to CFD personnel in the CRC on a designated Command
Channel to report progress.
 At approximately 23:00 Hours Palmetto Richland Memorial Hospital reported water loss to its chillers
and sanitation system. CFD IMT Operations interfaced with the Hospital Incident Commander and
devised a plan to begin restoring water to critical diagnostic equipment and sanitary systems to
prevent the evacuation of the hospital which was at 95% capacity.
 Palmetto Baptist Hospital and Providence Hospital soon presented the same problems to the
CFD IMT.
 Due to early preplanning, a tanker shuttle task‐force was already mobilized waiting for
assignment for the next operational period and was utilized immediately to restore water to
all 3 major hospitals.
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Due to the damaged water system, a suitable fill site on an unaffected main had to be located,
and South Carolina High Patrol provided unimpeded response through flood affected
roadways to this site.
 Well over 100,000 gallons of water were shuttled during the first operational period to three
crucial medical hospitals, including a level one trauma center, preventing their evacuation. This
was only possible due to mutual aid from Ft. Jackson FD and direct support from Firefighter
Mobilization for a requested Water Shuttle Tanker (Tender) Task Force.
 Over 70,000 gallons of water were pumped into Palmetto Health Baptist in the first two
hours of water shuttle operations.
 Initial reports from hospital building engineers state that over 50,000 gallons were
delivered to Palmetto Richland within the first hour, and then averaged 5,000‐6,000
gallons an hour.
 The City of Columbia announced on Sunday, October 4, that all water service customers would
possibly be without water services for three to four days. City officials also stated that they
were working on repairing numerous water main breaks. Most of the City was placed on a boil
water advisory, including several of the hospitals that were also having problems with water
pressure
 Multiple agencies were called in for assistance
 Internal Agencies: the Columbia Police Department (CPD), City and Richland County Emergency
Operations Centers (EOC), Public Works, etc.
 Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
 West Columbia Fire Department (WCFD)
 Fort Jackson Fire Department
 Richland County Sherriff’s Department (RCSD)
 SC Law Enforcement Division (SLED)
 The South Carolina Forestry State Incident Management Team (IMT)
 The United States Army
 South Carolina Army National Guard (SCANG)
 SC Task Force 1
 SC Task Force 5
 The Virginia Search and Rescue Task Force, Virginia Task Force 2
 The Tennessee Search and Rescue Task Force
 Resources from surrounding fire departments through SC Firefighter Mobilization
4.5
October 5, 2015 (Monday)
At this point in the operation, the leadership of the department and the South Carolina Forestry State Incident
Management Team divided the operation into two sections that worked separately, yet hand and hand, to
accomplish the mission objectives directed by the Incident Commander.
 Emergency Operations Section
 Managed by shift personnel through the Division Chiefs, and reported to the Incident
Commander.
 Continued to respond to all of the normal calls for service.
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Continued water shuttle operations to support the water needs of the three hospitals:
Palmetto Health Baptists, Palmetto Health Richland, and Providence Hospitals. This effort was
an attempt to keep cooling systems running to delay possible evacuations. These water shuttle
operations were a success, were supplemented by outside resources, and helped prevent the
need for mass evacuation from any of the hospitals in Richland County.
 Tanker Task Forces were staged in various locations within the City and County for fire
suppression due to potential water supply issues.
 Search, Rescue, and Evacuation Section
 Managed by the CFD Command Staff and the State Incident Management Team (IMT) through
the Incident Commander.
 Initial Search Task Forces were divided into 5 teams that consisted of personnel from the CFD
and SC Firefighter Mobilization resources. These initial teams were given specific search grids
and sent into the hardest hit areas. These areas were selected based on fly over and
photographic recon, and calls for service volume..
4.6

October 6‐8, 2015 (Tuesday – Thursday)
 Normal calls for service continued.
 Search, Rescue, and Evacuation continued.
 At this point all requested resources had arrived in Columbia and the entire Richland County
service area was gridded out for search, rescue, and evacuation.
 Each designated section was assigned a specific task force (See Map APPENDIX A) in that area
 Virginia Task Force 2 was assigned to the Eastover search area.
 SC Task Force 1 was assigned to the Hopkins / Gadsden areas
** These units were specifically assigned due to their abilities to use GPS in all locations and
due to their experience in rural search areas **
 The remaining targeted areas were covered by task force groups consisting of the CFD,
CPD, RCSD, SLED, FF Mobilization Units, and SCANG.
 The CFD requested SC Task Force 5 to assist in searching areas that extended into St.
Andrews, Ballentine, Blythewood and unsearched areas of Northeast Richland County.
These areas were not overly affected by the storm and Task Force 5 was able to
conduct quick reconnaissance to see what resources were needed in those areas.
 All units were provided with SCANG support to transport evacuees to local shelters.
 Search, Rescue, and Evacuation statistics:
 349 Search personnel comprised eight Task Force Teams.
 619 Square miles of territory required searching.
 The search areas contained a total of 72,088 structures.
 8,200 structures were entered, searched, and cleared.
 An estimated 187 rescues were executed.
 464 citizens were transported to local shelters.
 9 Firefighters issued MAYDAYs (all were cleared).
 3 Firefighter injuries were reported. 2 of these returned to duty that day.
 9 Fatalities occurred directly due to the flood in Richland County.
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 Other Events:
 Significant resources were sent multiple times to assist in the potential emergency evacuation
of the Beaver Dam areas adjacent to Polo Road.
 CFD operations supported crews working around the clock at the City Canal (the source of
municipal water) during the stabilization efforts of the waterway with Swift water Rescue
Safety Teams.
 The CFD provided a Medical Emergency Response Vehicle (MERV) to assist Palmetto Richland
Memorial Hospital staff as they administered tetanus shots and provided medical attention to
those personnel and civilians working in the flooded areas.
4.7

October 9 ‐12, 2015 (Friday ‐ Monday)
 The State Incident Management Team (IMT) demobilized and the CFD returned to normal operations.
 CFD leadership developed amended emergency response packages and water supply plans within the
Upper Richland and Lower Richland areas of the County due to road outages and compromised water
supply due to the wash out of many dry hydrants.
 These areas have been reevaluated since the flood and continued adjustments have been made
as road conditions improve.
 The CFD is working with the Richland County Emergency Services Division (RCESD) to improve
the water supply issues in the Lower Richland portion of the County.
 RCESD has assisted in purchasing needed equipment to develop a “water depot” behind
Station 19. This fill site compensates for the loss of dry hydrants by providing 13,000 (plus)
gallons of water in a strategic location. Battalion 4 personnel (located in the lower portion
of Richland County) have developed a response plan to provide maximum possible water
supply for fire suppression in spite of compromised water supply locations.
 RCESD is working to assist the CFD in purchasing needed mobile tankers that will allow the
CFD to move larger volumes of water.
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5 Challenges at the Operations Level
5.1








5.2

Preparation
Incident Action Plans (IAPs) were not responsibly reviewed by personnel, leaving some unprepared for
long work period durations.
Not all Company Officers ensured that stations and vehicles had adequate fuel.
Not all Company Officers proactively prepared their companies by addressing equipment and
personnel needs early and often. There were also situations where needs were identified but never
completely communicated up the chain of command.
Plans were not solidified ahead of time for potential use of outside agency equipment, resources,
emergency personal, citizens and governments.
There was not a sufficient system for providing food, water, lodging, nor for addressing the sanitary
needs of responders.
Accessory plans concerning how to get personnel to work because of washed out roads and overall
damage to the County’s infrastructure were not forecasted.

Richland County Infrastructure
 Richland County’s roadway infrastructure was devastated, leaving some portions of Richland County
isolated. CFD personnel worked with Richland County GIS and used the Google APP Waze to provide
real time routing for fire department resources using crowd source data gathering methods.
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 Many rural water supply points were damaged and permanently lost, especially in the Lower Richland
area of Richland County.
 The Radio System PAL 800 was so stressed and overloaded that personal cell phones necessarily
became a major source of formal communication on incidents, and between responders and fire
personnel in Columbia Richland Communications.
 Damage to the City Canal and major water lines compromised City water supply. This caused
unreliable water pressure for fire suppression and hospital systems, and created unsafe drinking water
conditions City‐wide.
5.3













5.4

Operational Concerns
Resource needs were not strategically projected on topography. Significant resources were committed
to evacuations in areas upstream and without forecasting the potentially greater need for these
resources downstream.
Neither a plan for emergency shelter for citizens, nor a plan for transporting evacuated citizens out of
hazard zones was communicated.
When battalion chiefs became physically involved in incidents, it negated their command effectiveness
(making strategic decisions, managing responding resources, maintaining battalion accountability).
This pushed these responsibilities onto Fire 6 (the overall shift supervisor) in the CRC and placed him in
a position to have to remotely manage multiple incidents simultaneously for long periods of time.
There was an inability to process the mass of pending calls for service. “Water Rescues” had to be
differentiated from “Flooding” calls. The latter were often reported by citizens who were safe but
could just not “get out of their driveways.” CFD personnel worked with Richland County GIS to
separate the pending calls by battalion. Battalion Chiefs were then asked to address the calls in their
geographic areas with their battalion resources.
Units were sent to working structure fires without chief officer supervision.
Accountability of personnel was lost when personnel reported to work, left, or were held over.
There was duplication of calls to abandoned vehicles that could have been lessened if all personnel
marked scenes that had already been investigated. Wrapping a vehicle’s side view mirrors with fire
line tape has been a suggested method, followed by orange spray paint once available.
There was not a developed procedure in place for notification and call back of additional personnel.
This caused all three shifts to be on the clock for a short period of time at one point during the flood.

Insufficient Resources and Equipment
 Battalion Aides and/or Command Scribes should be designated early in anticipation of significant
events to assist with call processing, incident management, and resource management prioritization.
 Working companies lacked rope bags, personal floating devices (PFDs), swift water rescue personal
protective equipment, and basic water operations training. Firefighters were wearing soaked
structural firefighter gear for lack of other options. Firefighters used unorthodox methods to save
civilians trapped in houses and in vehicles because of a lack of proper equipment and training.
 In spite of staging three additional swift water units with boats before the storm, the need for these
quickly out‐stripped the resources available. When DNR resources arrived late Sunday morning with
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5.5












eight additional boats the department was better equipped to address the inundation of calls for
service.
There was an insufficient number of portable radios available for Mutual Aid agencies and SC
Mobilization resources. CFD members had to chaperone outside agency teams so that they could
communicate with the CRC and other response units.
An insufficient number of printed map books were available for outside agency resources.
The CFD had an insufficient number of four wheel drive vehicles for accessing washed out roads and
flooded areas. In many situations, battalion vehicles were rendered useless due to lack of clearance,
all‐terrain capabilities, and an inability to move equipment with over‐taxed manpower.
There was no way to charge portable radio batteries on fire apparatus.
The CRC was used as a command post for managing all of the incidents going on in Richland County.
This allowed close communication between dispatchers and strategic decision makers. There were not
resources available (such as large white boards and desk space) for the CFD personnel attached to this
operation.
Interagency Communication and Utilization
The trigger points for activation of the command staff and the incident management team were not
clearly defined.
Incident Management System training should be mandated for all Division Managers in the City and
Richland County. This should include communication of expectations concerning roles in the
Emergency Operations Center (EOC).
There was initial difficulty in getting requests filled through the Richland County EOC. There were
multiple incidents that affected firefighter and civilian safety that went unanswered. It was also not
clearly communicated to company officers and battalion chiefs that they should call the EOC for
logistical support concerning stations, apparatus, and personal needs.
Coordinating with law enforcement agencies, a mandatory curfew and stationary barricades in
predicted dangerous areas would have limited citizen exposure to hazards.
NIMS 213 forms took some time to complete. It would be beneficial to fill these out ahead of time for
anticipated needs in front of potentially significant events to expedite requests.
Early aerial‐based damage assessments would have been valuable. Utilization of drones will be
valuable in the future.
The Beaver Dam incident, with its three potential evacuations of downstream neighborhoods, brought
to the surface a lack of communication of operational expectations among the multiple agencies
involved.
There was a lack of clear and/or communicated accountability about the arrival and departure of SC
Mobilization units. There were no formal plans for their demobilization.
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6 Overall Management Notes from the Incident Management Team (IMT)
6.1










Emergency Operations Plans (EOPs) and Incident Management
Continuity of government is under‐planned or largely missed by professionals, elected officials, and
policy‐makers.
EOPs are not updated, used, or understood in many communities.
Lack of a true Joint Information Center (JIC) in Richland County hindered initial operations including the
tardy opening of the EOC and emergency public shelters etc.
Local governments need to be prepared to establish and staff a “helpline” for reporting non‐9‐1‐1
needs.
The Incident Command System/National Incident Management System/Incident Management Team
(ICS/ NIMS/IMT) training has worked. Several IMT members were deployed and proved to be valuable
assets. In most areas the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) staffs and the assisting/responder
communities were familiar with ICS terms, meanings, and applications.
NIMS for Public Works (PW) is important.
CPD and RCSD have embraced ICS and was vital in assisting CFD in making requests to the County and
State levels. Some County entities, including RCESD, still have not fully bought into the ICS system.
State, City and County leaders need to meet and define “traffic flow and access plans” as it relates to
emergency services. Efforts need to be prioritized in opening roads and getting access to appropriate
locations. There were significant delays for months in reestablishing the County infrastructure. This
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6.2











6.3







required modified and additional staffing of fire stations that remained cut off from major response
routes.
Provide and expect decision makers at planning meetings and briefings.
Leaders should learn importance of the Planning and forecasting short‐term, medium and long‐range
needs.
Triage incident based on operational priorities and people most at risk.
Social media provides an excellent opportunity to keep citizens informed.
Incorporate elements of finance and documentation during local mandated exercises to give more
practice working the system.
EOCs and 9‐1‐1 Center/Public Safety Answering Points
During the early onset of flooding, there was lack of preparedness by the County EOC
Need depth in having personnel trained in ICS, EOC, and IMT positions. Not all trained individuals will
make it to the event each and every time.
Staff events appropriately. Staff necessary positions to allow for 24/7 operations. Prolonged events
require redundant staffing.
All recognized that the EOC could have opened up sooner to assist with resource requests and handling
of early morning evacuations of apartment complexes flooding.
The attendees agreed that they need to staff the IMT/ EOC three‐deep in all critical positions.
Departments should plan for logistical necessities based on needs, but be prepared early in the event
to raise requirements as the situation unfolds.
The Emergency Management Agency (EMA) (State and local) receives a lot of “welfare” calls that local
fire departments and sheriff offices spend a lot of effort covering.
Many 9‐1‐1 calls went unanswered with reports of citizens calling multiple times with no answers.
Need to have a plan to triage 9‐1‐1 calls and assign priority to each.
Reverse 9‐1‐1. Without County EOP reverse 9‐1‐1 warnings could cause additional issues on where to
report and roadways to avoid by location.
Volunteers
Emergency management and fire department personnel need to understand and be familiar with local
volunteer groups. The EOP should designate a “volunteer coordinator” capable of organizing and
managing volunteer resources.
Emergency management and fire department staffs need to understand and be aware of the
sheltering/ feeding organizations.
Spontaneous volunteers appeared in the middle of the initial incident without a way to track them.
Use a “Staging Area” concept to place/hold/roster/credential/control/assign volunteers’ work. For the
CFD operations this was the Headquarters fire station.
Need to have pre‐determined locations to conduct large scale briefings with multiple jurisdictions and
response personnel.
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6.4
























Response Operations
CFD began working with an Incident Action Plan early on, and when the event escalated and outside
resources were required a working IAP allowed for quick and efficient integration of the IMT.
Because of various members’ involvement on the state and local IMT response teams, many members
had a working understanding and knowledge of the ICS, NIMS and IMT operational capabilities.
Pre‐existing relationships and partnerships with internal and external departments and agencies can
booster effectiveness during event response and recovery efforts.
The most notable management success at this incident was the top‐level coordination between the
two agencies (CFD and South Carolina Forestry Commission). Having “pre‐approved” buy‐in from CFD
leadership seemed to enable the ICS framework to function and flow more smoothly than in other
events.
It helped having someone from finance at check‐in to remind everybody about time sheets and
equipment shift tickets. Need trained status check in personnel and ensure this is established early to
manage and track available resources.
Retention of resources due to state assets being housed locally contributed to losing units at the end of
the operational period and not returning the next period. Some units left without approval and self‐
demobilized.
We were able to address multiple competing priorities. Limited fire resources, damaged infrastructure
including roads, and water system, which further taxed out resources. The incident didn’t rest. As we
mitigated one item, another item developed: dams breeching, search and rescue priorities, hospital
evacuation plans, water shuttle system etc.
Need to improve Division Supervisor assignments and training for those not familiar in search and
rescue operations.
Mission creep was also a significant challenge during this incident. CFD and the IMT received many
requests for assistance with tasks outside of the scope of the original mission defined for the team.
These requests for assistance recognized the operational efficiency of the team as the requests were
consistently handled successfully but they did cause operational challenges.
Communication challenges were addressed by placing fire representatives in different agency
locations. At one point, the fire department had representatives at the CFD Command Center, City of
Columbia EOC, County EOC, State EOC SEOC and Sherriff Command Center. This greatly diminished
CFD’s ability to continue planning and staff adequately at the command levels.
County Government did not communicate a written plan to the municipalities in their county
boundaries. Written IAPs from the county government, published for each operational period is a
must, and should be required so that the local municipalities know what the county’s plan of action is.
EMS did not integrate into our planning or inquire about our plans.
Work space and sleeping space for incoming rescuers were a challenge.
Need an improved 213 tracking process. Unaware of status including approval, or denial of hundreds of
requests. No real‐time tracking on web EOC.
Designate a field ops and planning ops.
Resource tracking and accountability frequently surfaces as a challenge on all hazard incidents.
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 Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) units were invaluable for searching the hundreds of collapsed and
damaged homes as well as many more that had folks trapped inside because of debris blockage
(mostly trees).
 Institute an Incident Management Team (IMT) early to assist with resource check in, assignments and
tracking.
 Assign people as required to document and engage these personnel based on their demonstrated
training and/or skills.
 One major task that was difficult to complete was preliminary damage assessment (PDA). If an agency
performs this mission it will need training, equipment, practice, and availability. It may impact
response capabilities.
 Most areas used mixed task forces (fire departments, law enforcement, US&R teams and Safety
Officers (SOs)) to provide complete assistance during early response and search modes.
 Flooded streets and lack of street signs hampered locating class for service. Need a way to mark
streets and designate locations‐beforehand. Global Positioning Systems (GPSs) and Geographic
Information Systems (GISs) are important local government tools.
 Retaining resources: At the end of each day the resources would go back into a staging pool instead of
remaining assigned to the incident until they were released. RESOLUTION: Resources need to remain
assigned to the specific incident until released. If a resource needs to be moved to another incident
the request should come through the Operations Section. Resources shouldn’t be contacted directly
and moved by the SEOC. (This happened several times without the Ops. Section knowing anything
about the loss of the resource).
 Plan on a large number of citizens showing up at fire stations looking for help and offering donations.
 Plan on fire/EMS personnel self‐dispatching and showing up looking to assist in the operations.
 Plan for meals for a significant number of responders.
 Order what you need early. Implement a 213 ICS form logging system to track documents forwarded
to the EOC.
 Without municipal water, toilets and showers do not work. Sanitation and hygiene becomes an issue.
 Without food, rest and hydration, work force is useless, over worked and exhausted.
6.5









Recovery
Pet friendly shelters are needed as responders evacuating residents with pets could not adequately
direct them to appropriate locations.
After the initial flooding, it was really a public works event. Once the initial phase of accounting for
public and handling injuries, etc., this becomes something other than an emergency response. It
became a water supply and hospitals systems issue.
Shelter for civilians (designation, opening, support, and management) was an issue because of
communications issues, lack of knowledge about Richland County’s EOP. As a default, the fire
department was expected to manage them.
Departments need to plan and train for becoming the “agency of last resort” and the place people turn
to when community and infrastructure collapse.
Plan to develop modified staffing plans in areas affected by loss of fire suppression functions.
Use of GIS data and WAZE to assist with Crowd sourcing routing.
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 Pre‐disaster identification and coordination for heavy equipment and hauling capacity is necessary.
 Pre‐identification of debris collection process and points allows early engagement in community
recovery.
 Recommend that in similar future incidents, there should be a better daily briefing with City and
County Leadership. They should have seen the search maps daily to see the progress that was being
made. That could have cut down on their concerns and it would have built confidence in the
department’s operational plan/mission.
 Ensure the levels of government understand the importance of having a team to plan and a team to
execute the daily needs. They can’t do both. Lack of planning delays the event priorities and ends up
delaying resource assistance to those that need it most.
6.6



















Training Matters
Commit to specialized rescue training. We never know when the “big event” will strike. Have internal
resources trained to help while awaiting additional and specialized external resources.
Training on NIMS process at the local level is needed for EOCs and JICs to operate effectively.
Those staffing this position should attend training on a regular basis in order to make these
connections.
Training needs to be offered for Battalion Chiefs and lower level supervisors to manage their resources
effectively when there is limited or no resources left.
Training on use of the reverse 911 process. Localized evacuations need to consider topography and
potential impact and not just a “designated radius.”
Mandatory joint city/ county leadership and organization table tops are a must. Many, many leaders
and high‐level individuals are completely unfamiliar with what needs to occur during a large‐scale,
escalating event. Having non‐decision makers in these training sessions are a waste of time, as it
impacts the actual execution of real‐time decision making.
Need training on Public Assistance (PA) programs and processes and other assistance available to assist
agency recovery from disasters.
Pre‐disaster training is important and included additional requests for the Structural Collapse
Awareness course, as well as the NIMS and operational training. They were all interested in an
Integrated Emergency Management Course (IEMC)‐type holistic exercise‐based course on county level
incident management.
Agencies should have more training in the incident management system to just improve knowledge of
how it works and how it can benefit an All Hazardous Incident. There needs to be more training in
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) forms across all layers of government.
Training is vital to our success. More diverse curriculum in training should include various scenarios
that may be encountered in the future disasters. Include other EOC’s in the training.
Each position should create a checklist on what to bring to such an assignment and what needs to be
done when they arrive, what to sustain throughout, and what to document during and after
assignment.
Chief Officers should have training in EOC command operations.
There should be training on how to manage search grids including logistics and planning.
There should be training on how to complete and maintain a unit activity log.
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 Know how to request disaster assistance, including the process and documentation.
 The CFD needs to look at sending chief level officers to command level schools like Texas A &M
command class which is a EOC type of training.
 All local partners and state agencies with jurisdictional and functional responsibilities for emergency
incident management and response must understand the importance of having their key responders
trained in response duties. This includes upper level staffers and department heads trained in
emergency incident management as well. A commitment from all executive leadership at all municipal
levels is a must.
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7 The City of Columbia and Richland County: Toward a Working Relationship
City and County personnel successfully worked together successfully to develop a contingency water supply
plan for supplemental fire suppression coverage and road access evaluation. The participation of top leaders
in both governments and associated agencies was critical. These key planning aspects provided a modified
response plan for the rural portions of Richland County to overcome the problem of compromised dry
hydrants.
There was seamless integration of the Richland County Sherriff’s Department, City of Columbia Police
Department, and Forest Acres Police Department into the search and recovery mission which crossed multiple
jurisdictional boundaries.
Richland County GIS information was quickly at hand for data pertinent to the search and rescue mission as
well as disaster recovery efforts. Richland County GIS technicians continued to provide post‐flood reports on
the impact of road closures including projected response time delays. This provided important planning
information for needed supplemental fire suppression coverage.
Richland County did not communicate Shelter and Evacuation plans for County residents. This had a
significant impact on the search and rescue recovery efforts. As early as 06:00 on October 4th, there were
dozens of residents that needed shelter and were being located under gas station awnings since no shelters
were open and no transportation available. The County Emergency Operations Center (EOC) was either
closed or minimally staffed until 0800 hours. As the event progressed into Monday, units tasked with search
and rescue missions were often diverted to transport evacuees to shelters due to the lack of a plan for
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evacuation transport. This delayed the ongoing search, rescue, and recovery efforts to other parts of the
county.
Richland County Government did not communicate an Incident Action Plan (IAP) for the event. The Governor
declared a state of emergency on October 1st at approximately 18:30 hours, but the county still left the EOC
minimally staffed and then unmanned during night time operations on the night of the 3rd and early morning
hours of October 4th.
The After Action (AAR) documentation provided by City Of Columbia personnel that were located in the
County EOC reported there were no usable work stations provided. They did not have access to computers
with internet access or to reliable direct phone lines. Portable radios worked intermittently in the basement
of the EOC, and there was sporadic cell phone coverage. Many of the chief officers felt separated, and at
times ignored, from County EOC planning meetings since there were no published meeting times or agendas
shared with them directly. The breakdown of communication between the City and County led to the Fire
Department having to place multiple liaison officers in different locations to facilitate communication and
resource requests. This had a direct impact on work‐rest ratios for CFD personnel.
A true Joint Operation Center involving Richland County, City of Columbia, and other municipal partners
should be instituted in anticipation of potential disasters in the future to ensure a unified command approach
to large scale incidents. The current County EOC configuration may suit the Richland County Emergency
Services Division itself, but is not big enough or properly configured to house and facilitate a true FEMA Joint
Operation Center under the National Incident Management System (NIMS) model. Unfortunately, until a Joint
Operation Center is fully implemented, there will be fragmented and inefficient command, planning, resource
management, and resource request processing due to having multiple EOCs (City and County) with frequent
duplication of effort and communication failures.
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8 Specific Observations and Lessons Learned
While the observations at the end of the report are generally actionable and finite, some came to the
forefront as more general but requiring attention for their realization in the near future. These observations
include:
 We can never do too much planning, training, and evaluation. Individual, company, and department
competencies must be ensured through training, practice, exercises, honest evaluation, and
leadership. Then they must be integrated into county emergency operations plans to be used for
additional training and exercises. Roles and responsibilities must be known and practiced before an
event.
 Disasters are first responder emergency events that quickly turn into public works recovery activities.
While most response agencies participated in that transition and continued to work in recovery,
explicit preparation to do so would prove beneficial.
 Agencies need guidance in obtaining post‐disaster assistance for recovery and mitigation. They feel
confused and irritated by the complex process which they find duplicative, conflicting, and dismissive
of their concerns.
 Fire departments must plan on becoming their communities’ “agency of last resort.” They need to
know where resources are, where people and resources are to be collected, logistics distribution and
support plans, special needs plans, and other information that people will seek from them. If they
intend to maintain fire/rescue capacity, they will need to know how to shed these additional duties or
to obtain additional firefighting and rescue assistance for the duration.
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 Plan, train, exercise, evaluate, implement processes for large scale events, and repeat, to become
fluent and proficient in Incident Action Planning, as well as the ICS system forms and process.
 Develop and/or revisit the County Emergency Operation Plan (EOP) regularly. The EOP should have
appendices for a variety of events, provide flexibility, be used regularly, and be updated and shared
periodically.
 Plan for, train with, and use Global Positioning Systems (GPSs) for multiple missions.
 Plan and train to do Preliminary Damage Assessments (PDAs), including using existing technology such
as drones and aerial support.
 Plan for the fire department to become the multi‐jurisdictional response and recovery hub of activity.
 Plan for and exercise continuity of operations and government.
 Plan for 9‐1‐1 failure or inundation and triaging or “stacking” calls geographically by priority.
 Plan for critical infrastructure to go down such as 9‐1‐1, communication system, water system, road
access, electrical grid, and significant hospital impact
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9 Concluding Remarks
As fire service leaders we are challenged in many ways by the demands placed on our service. These include
emergency medical incidents, vehicle and building fires, outside fires, hazardous material (hazmat) release
incidents, and technical rescues. Ensuring that we are operationally ready through staffing, training, material
resourcing, and facilities takes much of our available time. Accordingly, ensuring we are prepared as a
profession to respond to, recover from, and mitigate the impact of known potential disasters such as those
experienced by our communities takes a huge commitment.
Additionally, fire service leaders must also convince their community, regional and State agencies that they
have the statutory responsibility to respond to and manage a portion of the planning, response, and recovery
effort. Staffing, planning, training, and exercising are imperative if we are to be successful in our mission to
reduce the loss of life and property due to catastrophic incidents. With diminishing resources, the need for
regional cooperation and expense sharing for equipment, staff, and training are critically important to
ensuring communities are successfully prepared for significant regional events.
It is with deep appreciation and gratitude that the Columbia Fire Department wishes to recognize those that
responded in our time of need. Without the many local, regional, state and federal assistance, the outcome
would have certainly been much different. Though all the agencies that came to assist would be too lengthy
to list, those that provided notable assistance directly to the Columbia Fire Department are the following;
Department of Natural Resources, SC Forestry Commission, Firefighter Mobilization, West Columbia Fire
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Department, Ft Jackson Fire Department, Cayce Fire Department, Richland County Sheriff’s Department,
Forest Acres Police Department, Richland County GIS, Columbia Police Department, Columbia Central 911, City
of Columbia Public Works, Virginia Task Force 1, SC‐HART and SC‐TF1.
Finally, many of those responsible for responding to these events were indeed victims themselves, witnessing
devastating loss, injuries to family members and friends, and the loss of personal property. Yet they
responded to the call for help from their communities, to their State, and to their country. For that reason,
they are to be held in the highest esteem by our political leaders and citizens and congratulated for their
commitment, valor, and service.
During this catastrophic event, the men and women of the Columbia Fire continued to go above and beyond
the call of duty for those they serve and those they serve with. If not for the individual commitment,
contributions, and personal risk taken by all fire personnel, combined with strong existing interagency
partnerships, many of the successes and outcomes would have been vastly different. We stand to
acknowledge the pride, attitude, tradition, courage and honor of all members of this great department.
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Joaquin Flood 2015 Bulletin Map
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11 Appendix B: Photographs from Joaquin Flood October 2015

Rescue of a family trapped in their vehicle
Photograph courtesy of Getty Images

Tethered Rescue of individuals from submerged vehicles
Photograph courtesy of Getty Images
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A fire crew surveying response routs
Photograph courtesy of Getty Images

Submerged neighborhood
Photograph courtesy of Getty Images
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Initial briefing for outside agency representatives at CFD Headquarters
Photograph courtesy of Getty Images

Water shuttle operation to supply Palmetto Health Baptist Hospital
Photograph courtesy of Getty Images
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Army Corp of Engineers preparing massive sand bags to try to save canal that provides water supply to City of Columbia
Photograph courtesy of Getty Images

Working to cut off the breach in the canal that threatened Columbia’s water supply
Photograph courtesy of Getty Images
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Improvised water supply depot constructed at Station 19
Photograph courtesy of Getty Images

Compromised infrastructure
Photograph courtesy of Getty Images

Decimated dry hydrant
Photograph courtesy of Getty Images
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View of Columbia Canal from helicopter
Photo courtesy of the CFD

Columbia and Richland County 911 Center
Photo courtesy of the CFD
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